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Chaptei> 1 
DITRODUCTION 
The following s-;:udy was undertaken to determine if Stancla.rd 
and Kinesthetic s~limr.ling training would produce an effect on posi-
tional kinesthetic a1-1areness of male competitive swimmers at the 
college level. It was hoped both methods would produce a positive 
effect, but that Kin·::!sthetic training would prove superior. 
Since kinesthetic awareiless was considered a significant 
factor in sports, and in swi:r.ning specifically, a finding in favor 
of the Kinesthetic tr~ining method could have several implications. 
If Kinesthetic training proved superior, it would establish a means 
of fine tuning a swirn:ner 1 s body orientation, speed, and r.1ovement 
through the llater. In competitive swimming, this could mean less 
err'or in stroking and more precise movement thus cutting dmm on 
swimming time. On lower levels, with swimming instruction, the 
actual procedure structure of the study would give the instructor 
a measuring tool far Kinesthetic awareness. The instructor could 
group students by ability before the onset of instruction. This 
·would allow all stude:nts to receive the type of instruction ·,1hich 
;10uld best b2nefi t t'.-lem. 
Finally, if the Kinesthetic training method proved supt::rio1' 
it would also r:1'2.an another positive point in favor of the pull-
kic~ r:iet:1od of s11l:-:::nbg training thus aidinr; in establishing th~ 
1 
2 
DO:'e adv2nt~ag2ous training metho<l. rfhe i:nformat iorl E1ta!1(-!d frOHl 
Kinesthet:i c training prowess would also add vit.;;il infors,ation to 
the field of kinest~es~s. 
PROBLE!·I STA'l'E~lENT 
The problem was to study the effect of two tra.:.ninz programs 
on posi~ional kinesthetic awareness in male co:r:p~!titive swir.rmers 
at the college level. 
DEFINITIONS 
The following terms were defined for clari~y: 
Positio~al Kinesthetic Testing Board 
0 
A height adjustable 4' '/., 6 1 composition boctrd with 2.60 <lra1.m 
on its surface and mounted on the wall by a hoist. The KirH~sth(~tic 
Testing Board was a modification of the one used by Ch~i~t:Lla. 1 
(see appendix A) 
Positional Kinesthei.c Awareness 
The visually unassisted awareness of limb postur'e as r.J'S!<~sur(-~d 
by the Positional Kinesthetic Testing Board. 
Ex.tc;1der 
A light weight strip of wood 2' i, 211 • 
1 -~iobert Christina, "The Side Arn Positio1nl Test of KJnes·-
thetic Sense," Res".;;n·ch Qtta:t'terly, 1fol. 38, Ho. 2, Ma.y 1J57, p •. 
179. 
3 
Over·-ar"'~l l(inesthetic Test 
An arm positional test administered with the subject's do:J1i-
nant side toward the testing board and the acromion proce~>s alizni::d 
0 
with the 90 intersection of the testing board. The arm, with 
extendel."' attached, is held straight and the shouldeP is flexed to 
2 
each test angle. 
~g Kinesthetic Test 
A leg positional test administered with the subject's dorni-
nant side to'ward the testing board and the iliac crest aligned 
·~ h9c. · fh · w1t11 t e 0 intersection o t e testing board. The leg, with 
extender attached, is held straight and flexed at the hip to each 
3 test angle. 
Aerobic Training 
Training donS: at a subraaximal work load. 
Anaerobic Training 
Training done at a maximal work load. 
Aerobic-anaerobic S1lir;i;ning Training 
Four weeks of swimmir1g training utilizinz 7596 a.crobic and 25?6 
anaerobic uork. 
2vernon Hicb8, "A Study of Tests of Kinesth'2sis," H.esearch 
Quarterly) llay 1954, p. 225. 
31· . rl bl.-· 
Uhole Stroke Conce~t 
~~~·~~~·--
Utilization of the hands and feet simultaneo·1~:;ly tv cnord:tn:il.:<-! 
' 11 the entire stroKe. 
(referr~d to a~> pulling and kickinr;, respectively). 5 
Standard S·,·1hL11Li.EP. Tr:.:dr.tns; ..;:.,. ____ .._;:,,,,. 
Aerob:i.c-anaerobi_c :::whr.r.1ing tPainiog employing the whole stroke 
concept. 
Kinesthetic Swirn~ing Training 
Ae1~obic-ana.erohic s·,.;imming training employing the part stroke 
DE'.Lil-lITATIOllS 
The study >ias d~limited. -co: 
1, tlale swi_ir<r::ers att~:ndin~ th8 Un:i.versi ty of Richmond in 
t:he fall of :l 975 and. p::tl'ticipz1ti.ng in th~ competitive s;1inming 
,-
or ca.ch subj e<: t 's 
··---~------~-· .... ____ .... ...__,. ____ ..... _-~---.-... --..... -
1tc.E. Si]4· . :i~~ :~e.:n;,.i.:1.l and Le.;;;,;--;on Fi.ar1s (Privdtely pu'blished, ~ __ .. _ ... _____ _ .. _______ _ 
19','0). 
5_, .. 
lJ;1.C't. 
6C"rr i ,,..-. ; ~,,, 
·.:..L _._, ~-'-'· ~··' op~ p. :17 3. 
5 
3. Stando.rd and Kinesthetic swimming tr<.1ining. 
I,IMITATIONS 
The study had the following limitations: 
1. No control over subjec·t' s outside activities. 
2. No control over any kinesthetic awareness the subject 
might practice on his own. 
3. No control over th".:! subject's state of he;:ilth or physical 
condition. 
METHODOLOGY 
Class of Inquiry 
A 11 study", as identified and discussed by McGrath, H3.s chosen 
as the class of inquiry. Two groups were utilized and each zroup 
was pre and post-tested on two positional kinesthetic tests. 
Intcrnc.:1J. Validi!;Y 
The internal validity consisted of two pre-validate'.i posi-
tional kinr:sthetic tests. 7 Standard instructfons were given eaeh 
. su1.:Jj ect by a p:.'ofessional physical education person and th~ test in~'; 
scr•.ic0 rem:1ined ccnstm1t. The physiology laboratory Has noise 
controlled during testing periods. 
___ ., ______ , __________ _ 
22:.i. 
6 
Extcrn;1l Vali<lit~ 
External controls were not crucial to this study. The result9 
were applicable only to the population at hand. 
HYPOTHESIS 
For the pupose of this study, the null hypothesis was selected. 
The assumption was ma.de that there would be no significant effect 
of Standard arid Kinesthetic swimming training on positional kines-
thetic awareness in TIHlc com:µe:titive swimmers at the college level. 
ORGANIZATIGif or THE THESIS 
Th~ remainder• of t'!'ie stud/ is ~"xpJ ained in Chapter 2, Review 
of J.,i te1~a.ture; Chapt:-!l'.' 3, Procedu!•es; Chapter 4, Analysis of Data; 
and Ch.:i.pter 5~ Conclusion, Sunm;:1ry, and RecoDrnend.ations. 
•. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEH OF LITERATURE 
Research in the field of kinesthesis has significantly in-
creased in the past forty years. The largest portion of research 
focuses on identifying kinesthetic properties and terms, assembling 
test bat!eries, and validating test procedures. 8 The extensiveness 
8Howard and Anstis, "t1uscular and Joint-Receptor Components In 
Postural Persistence," Journal of Experimental Psychology, Vol. 103, 
1974-, p. 167-170; see also Goodwin et. al., 11 Propriocepti"ve 
Illusions Induced By Muscle Vibration: Contribution By Muscle 
Spindles To Perception?,'' Science, Vol. 175, March 1972, p. 1382-
1384; see also L.A. Cohen, "Analysis of Position Sense In Hurn.an 
Shoulder," Journal of Neurophysiology, ·vol. 21, 1958, p. 550-562; 
see also L.A. Cohen, "Contributions of Tactile, Musculo-Tendonous 
and Joint Mechanisms to Position Sense In Human Shoulder," Journal 
6f Neurophysiology, Vol. 21, 1958, p. 563-568; see also Martin . -
'firete, 11-rne innervation of the Shoulder-Joint In Han," ACTA Anatomy 
Vol. 7, 1949, p. 173-190; see also D.I. McCloskey, "Differences 
Between the Senses of Movement and Position Shown By the Effects of 
Loading and Vibration of Huscles In Man," Brain Research, Vol. 63, 
1973, p. 119-130; see also Gladys Scott, "Measurement of Kines-
thesis," Research Quarterly, October, 1955, p. 324-341; see also 
Vernon Wiebe, 11A Study of Tests of Kinesthesis," Research Quarterly 
1954,_p. 223-230; sae also Ellfeldt and Metheny, Movement and 
Meaning: Development of a General Theory," Research Qua1•terly, 1958, 
p. 265-273; see also A.T. Slater-Ham.itel, "Measu,rement of Kinesthetic 
Perception of Muscular Force With Muscle Potential Changes," 
Research Quarterly, 1957, p. 153-159; see also B.L. And:r.?.w and E. 
Dodt, i!ifoe Deployrnent of Sensory Nerve Endings At th~ Knee JoiriF of 
the Cat," ACTP. Physiologica Scandinavia, Vol. 28, 1953, p. 287-297; 
see also Judson Brown, et. al. , "The P.ccuracy of Positioning Re-
actions As a Function of Their Direction and Extent, 11 t'l.meri~3.n 
Journal of Psycholo;jy, Vol. 61, 1948, p. 167-182; see also CT. 
Cohen, "Activity of Knee Joint Proprioceptors Recorded From the 
Posterior Articular Nerva, 11 Yale Journal of Biology and 11edicine 
Vol. 28, 1955, p. 225-231; see also Gardner, "The Innervation of 
the Shoulder Joint," The Anatomical Record, Vol.· 102, 1948, p. 1.:.1s; 
see also Hubba.rd and Mathews, "Leg Lift Strength: A Compa.rison of 
measurcr:ient Methcds) 11 Research Quarterly, 1953, p. 33-43. 
• 
' 
8 
of this work is reflected in the variety of tests available. 
An individual's total kinesthetic awarenass is not, it has bee<i 
concluded, measurable by any one awaI."eness test •. Total awareness, 
instead, appeared to be a combination of sevet'al factors. Each 
joint, muscle, and tendon possessed its own proprioceptors, with the 
location and number of receptors varying from joint to joint. Pro-
prioceptors aided in determining the replication of muscular force, 
body-part positioning, and directional movement. Kinesthesis also 
appeared to be a learned function; the more the proprioceptors were 
''exercised" through use, the keener awareness became. 9 
A review of literature indicated less than one third of past 
kinesthetic research dealt directly with the development of kines-
thesis in specific motor skills. Ingebritsen, in his study of rats, 
conclu<led that learning a skill relying totally on kinesthetic 
awareness or "muscle sense" was impossible.1° However, in relating 
these results to humans, researcher's recognized kinesthesis as a 
supporting factor of skill acquisition and motor performance.11 
9A.T. Slatter-Hammel, "Comparison of Reaction-Time Measures to 
a Visual Stimulus and Arm Movement," Research Quarterly, Dec. 1955, 
p. 470; see also Scott, op. cit., p. ~24-325; see also Cohen, op. 
cit., p. 563; see also Wiebe, op. cit., p. 222; see also Hm-:ard and 
Anstis, op. cit., p. 167 and 170. 
10Hugh Mumby, "Kinesthetic Acuity and Balance Related to Hrest-
ling Ability," Research Quarterly, October 1953, p. 327. 
11Bernath Phillips, "The Relationship Betue8n Certain Phases 
of Kinesthesis and Performance During the Early Stages of Acouir-in::r ~ - ~ 
Two Perceptuo-Motor Skills," Research Quarterly, 194-1, p. 573; see 
also M. Phillips and D. Summers, "Relation of i~inesthctic Perceri-
tion to Motor Learning," Research Quarterly, 1953, p. t~58; see ~ 
also Scott, op. cit., p. 324-~25. 
9 
Specifically, several studies were undertaken to establish a 
relationship between certain motor skills and kinesth~sis. For 
example, Wettstone fou:1d no significant correlation betw~en kines-
thetic arm-positioning test scores and ratings of gymnastic 
ability. 12 Phillips attempted to relate ten kinesthetic tests to 
early-stage accuracy in putting-and driving a golf ball. The result -
l "t" l ..... h" 13 was a very ow posi ive re a._ions ip. Young, instead of using a 
specific sport, tried to find a correlation between arm-positioning 
kinesthetic tests and throwing-hitting skills. There appeared to 
be no correlation. There was, however, a low positive correlation 
between leg-positioning tests and kicking accuracy. Further re-
search produced no important relationship between general motor 
ability scores, as measured by the Iowa General Motor Ability Test, 
1L~ 
and kinesthetic test- scores. 
Lafuse took a slightly different approach in relating kines-
thetic awareness to motor skill. A battery of kinesthetic tests 
was administered before and after a training period at a skills 
clillic. Tl1e 1lesults showed no consistent change in kinesthetic 
awareness between pre and post-tests. 15 Mumby,-while not utilizing 
the sar:ie method as Lafuse, obtained different results in relating 
12rranklin Henry, "Dynamic Kinesthetic Perception and Adjust-
ment," Research Quarterly, May 1953, p. 176. 
13 Mumby, op. cit., P• 327. Henry, op. cit., p. 176. 
1l~ 
cit., 176. cit.~ Henry, op. P• Mumby, op. P• 327. 
15H 
. enry, op. cit., P• 176 • 
_ .... --
10 
wrestling and ki;iesthetic awareness. Mumby found wrestling skill 
significantly correlated with a wrestler's kinesthetic ability as 
measured by Muscular pressure replication. There was also a tend-
ency toward a correlatioa between wrestling ability and balance. ~t 6 
_Swimming, like wrestling, is an individual sport encompassing 
. - 17 kinesthesis as an entity of execution. Little research, however, 
was available concerning the relationship of swimming and kines-
thetic awareness. Swimmers were usually more difficult to test 
because measurements we11 e more difficult to obtain in the swimming 
environmznt. 18 The very factor of an aqueous encapsulation, hm1ever, 
suggested that body positioning and spacial orientation were 
19 
critical factors in performance. Mumby, in his wrestling re-
search, mentioned the importance of kinesthetic awareness in 
swimming but believed swirmning required only limited awareness 
compared to wrestling. Humby's statement reflected his belief that 
the sequence of skills involved in swimming were repetitive, rather 
. . l' 20 than everchnnging, as in wrest ing. 
16(-iumby, op. cit., p. 333. 
1 7 d L . t mh T l • f c • ' D • • - d ~ Fre lpove z, l e eac nng o ._,'\-nnminp;~ lVJ_ng, an 
~rorts (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Co., 1~B7), p. 10. 
18<Tohn A. FaulJ.-:n8r, What Rcs2arc11 Tells The Coach /..bout Sulr;-i-
minr; (\lashington D.C.: American Alliance For E2alt:7", Physic2.l 
Education and Recreation, 1967), p. vi; see also Ibid, p. 9. 
19Beulah Gundlbs, Exploring Aquatic Art (Cedar Rapids Io-,ra: 
Intern.:ttional Acade:.iy of /iquatic Art, 1963), p. t~3-49; see also 
A!"mbruster and 11orehouse, Swimming and Diving (St. Louis: C.V. 
Mosby Co., 1950), p. 33. 
20Mumby, op. cit., p. 328. 
11 
!·!uch cf the av<:1Llable swiraning r<::search focuses on tHo teach-
ins or training rJetl1Qds, the whole stroke and the p_art stroke or 
hand-foot method. The first l!lethod, ·the wholt'! stro]-:e, emphasized 
the learning and use of the parts of the stroke as a coordinated 
unit. The second meth?d, the part strQke, was more kinesthetically 
oriented, and emphasized the mastery of each segment of the stroke 
individually. Researchers were seeking to establish one or the 
other method as superior. Advocates of the part stroke method 
contended that isclated work on stroke parts "overloaded", and thus 
strengthened the liLlbs, causing increased speed. Part strokers 
also believed that il!lpulse feedback - kinesthetic perception - was 
enhanced by concentration on a single entity of the stroke. This 
factor, of course, furthered correct learning. The op.ponents of 
the part stroke method countered by pointing out that, first of all, 
although there was stre~gthening of the limbs from obvious over-
loading, increased strength in performance o:f one activity (i.e. 
pulling) did not necessarily equal increased performance when two 
or 171ore activities (i.e. pulling, kicking, breathing) were cor:ibined. 
Finally, the whole strob:?rs believed that the "feel" for correct 
body positioning and speed using only one entity at a tine i:1as not 
identical to that obtained i;hen the stroke iras put to?-;etheP and, 
thus, was not totally meaningful in the actual performance of the 
stroke. 21 
21c.E. Silvia, Hanual And Lesson ?lans (Privately Published); 
see also Richard Sciiavone, 11 The Et fee ts ot Pull-Kick Training, 11 
SHimming Technique, Spring, 1975, p. 18. 
12 
The whole-part controversy continues in swirmning circles today. 
Perhaps the key to its resolution lies in pursuing research dealing 
with kinesthetic awareness and its relationship to swinming ability. 
Chapter 3 
PROCEDURES 
The following procedures were established prior to the or:sel 
of tasting. All procedur'eS uere carefully followed to insur.e con-
-sistency throughout the study. 
POPULATION AND SAMPLING 
The population consisted of mal~ competitive swir;imers enrolled 
at the University of Richr.iond in the fall of 1975. All male com-
petitive swimmers were p:r:ie-tested in the physiology laboratory with 
the over-arm and leg kinesthetic tests. Each individual's total 
score was ranked and two groups were alternately selected. The 
first group received standard swimming training and the second 
group received kinesthetic swimming training. 
METHOD 
The 1:ia.le competitive swimmers were pre-tested p1.,ior to the 
1975-76 swimming season. 'foe swimners were post_-tcsted after one 
month of training. The following procedures were utilized: 
I. Preliminary P11ocedures 
1. An introduction to the purpose of the testing 
2 •. A d,~termination of the dominant arm and leg. 
II. Testing Procedures 
1. The Positional Testing Board was adjusted to t:he 
l.3 
14 
height of the·subject's shoulder. The acromion pr-ocess was opposite. 
the ninty degree intersection of the testing board. 
2. The extender was attached to the insi<le of the 
subject's dominant arm. 
3. The subject was blindfolded with darkened goggles. 
4. The subject was placed with the dominant side facing 
the testing board - no part of the subject's body touched the board 
during testing procedures. 
5. A practice postion was employed to explain the testing 
steps. The subject began testing in an erect standing position 
(original position). The experimenter lifted the subject's 
straight arm to a designated position. The subject was verbally 
instructed to maintain this position (position I). The experi-
menter then instructed the subject to return to the original 
position. Next, the subject was instructed to replicate position I 
without assistance. The sequence was completed when the subject 
was instructed to return again to the original position. 
6. Scoring: When testing began, the subject's individual 
score on each test angle consisted of the number_ of whole degrees 
the non-assisted attempt was above or below the original reference 
point - position I. The subject's individual scores ltere cc:nbined 
to product? a total individual score. The total individual score 
consh;ted uf one t!:'ial at each angle for both the ovar-arn and leg 
kinesthetic tests. 
7. The over-ar:n kinesthatic pre-testing cons.!.sted of a 
sequence of five test angles, 20°, 70c, 90°, 150°, and 160°. The 
subject followed the same procedure as described for the practi_s::e 
. 22 position for each of these five angles. 
15 
B. At the completion of the fifth over-arm test angle, 
the subject removed the blindfold. The subject removed his shoes 
and the extender was attached to the outside of the dominant leg. 
9. The subject was placed with his dominant side facing 
the testing board. The iliac crest was opposite the ninty degree 
intersection of the board. The blindfold was replaced. 
10. A metal rail was provided on the non-dominant side 
to aid in maintaining balance. The subject was instructed to stand 
erect and not to lean on the rail. 
11. The experimenter began the leg kinesthetic pre-
testing by raising the leg to the first test angle. Procedure was 
identical to that utilized in the over-arm kinesthetic test. Five 
angles were tested, 10°, 20°, 30c, 40°, and 50°. 23 
12. Total individual scores were then collected and the 
subjects were ranKed from low to high. 
13. Two groups were alternately selected from the ranked 
scores. 
14. Group one received Standard Swimming Training and 
group two l'eceived Kinesthetic Swimming Training. 
22nianne Glascock, "A Pilot Survey: A Compa1'ison of Positional 
Kinesthetic Awareness In Three Motor Ability Groups, u unpublished •. 
23Dianne Glascock, pilot testing on cornpo.titive swirmners. 
16 
15. At the end of the four weeks of training, each 
subject was post-tested in the physiology laboratory on the ove~­
arm and the J.eg kinesthr:!tic tests. The same p1•ocedure was utilized 
as for the pre-testing. 
16. All data were collected and analyzed. 
'· 
Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data for the study were collected according to the 
procedures outlined in Chapter 3. Each subject was pre-tested on 
the a:rm and the leg kinesthetic test. Four weeks later each subject. 
was post-tested on both tests. All data were compiled and analyzed. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The instrumentation consisted of: 
1. The Positional Kinesthetic Testing Board as used by 
Christina and modified for this study. 
2. Over-arm Kinesthetic Test. 
3. Leg Kinesthetic Test. 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
The data collected were treated with both the "T test for 
correlated means in small samples" and the "T test for significant 
differ-ance:; of uncorrelated meanz in small independent groups" to 
dete::-mlne if there was an effect on positional awareness of the·-two 
• • 21~ S\nmming progr.:ims. 
2'l-dohnson and Helson, Practical Heasurements For Evalua.t.ion 
In Phv:>.:c:al ~i::,cation, (Minneapol.1.s: Burgess Publishing Co., 1974), 
p:-31f..""J :-3 •• 
17 
18 
. AHALYSIS Oc DA'fA 
,. 
The total individual scores for the standard group's pr-e and 
post-test '1-iere analyzed by ·;neans of the ''T test for. cot'rclated i:1ea:1~-> 
in small saroph:s11 to determine if there was a l:ignificant effect of 
Sta.:dard S;;5.nrni>ig Trainir:g c.in kinesthetic a·;·rnreness. The 1iT11 test 
• '. t- l • • ,.. • t . t. h • b ~ t• J.ncu.-::a~e1.1 a _s1gni:n.can pos1 ::..v1::i c ange 1n aHareness ,e\.ween n·3 
pre 2od past-test at the .05 l~V<~l. The pre and post total individ-
uz•.l SC-;)'l:'Cs for the kine~thetic g"t'oup wai-•e a:i.alyz;;!d utilizing the 
sar.ie method. The kinesthetic group's results also indicated a 
~;.igni.f:ica;J.t positive change in aw;~:r·eness at the • 05 level. 
Table 1 
STAfWARD AND KINEST!1BTIC G~OUP STATISTICAL DATA 
----·-------·----- --·-·---·--~·-----
Pre-test 
Mean Mean 11 'f11 @ .05 
39.0 29.5 2.38 
37.0 27.2 2.80 
Sir:ce signi.:fi.can-c iFiprovemer1t .in ,3~.;at'eness did occu!:"· in b()tb 
tr,~ St<:>.n<lard. and Ki:iesthetic z·roups, tl~e 111' test for sigDlficant 
dif ferenc:es of uncorrelated mea:1s in small indep-end2nt t:roups" was 
util.h:ed to de'CC!'r'1lne if there uas a sip:nif.k;:int <liffo:rner:e in 
awareness betm>.en tht?. l{ir.esth8t ic and Stanc.c::.rd grou;;;s. The pest-
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test scoi:•es for each group Here a:-io.ly~ecl. The results indicated no 
signific:mt difference in kinesthetic awaren,~ss between Kinesthetic 
and St3.nda:r•d swinming programs (see Appendix D for statistics). 
Although n~ither program proved to be superior in developing 
kinesthetic awareness, both groups showed positive significant 
changes in aw~reness. These results, therefore, reject the null 
hypothesis •. 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND P-ECOMMEHDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
Problem Statenent 
The problem was to determine the effect, if any, of two 
differnet training programs on positional kinesthetic awareness in 
male competitive·swimmers. 
Procedures 
The subjects were pre-tested before the onset of swimming 
training. Each subject was introduced to the study verbally and 
given one practice trial. The subject was blindfolded. The 
extender was attached to the inside of the dominant arm and the 
subject was placed with the dominant side toward the testing board. 
First, the experimenter raised the subject's dominant arm to the 
test angle. The subject was instructed to hold the position until 
told to return to the original position (erect standing position). 
The subject was next instructed to replicate the angle unassisted. 
This procedure was repeated for five test angles (qne trial per 
angle). The same procedure was used for the leg kinesthetic test. 
The extende:r. was attached to the outside of the dominant leg and il 
rail was placed on the non-dominant side for balance. Five angles 
were tested. Each of the subject's two test scores were combined to 
produce a total individual score. The scores were ranked from high 
20 
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t~; lm.; and two groups were alternatd.y s~l2eted. O::i.c group recei·1e.G. 
Standard Swi~ming Training and the other 1··ec·i.~.::.\•\;d Kint?3thetic 
Swimming Traird.ng. After four post-
tc::;t~<l uti.lizi.ng th~ same pr-ocedure as fol" the pra··tC?•3 t. 
Hyocthesb 
--·-~.--
For th'3 purpose of· this study, the null hypothesis was selected.. 
The assumpt~::;n was made that there· would be no s·ignificant effect 
of Standar·d an<l Kinesthetic swinm1ing training on positional kines-
th-:tic awa1'.'en(~S:3 in male competitive swiTilmers at the college level. 
R!-~su.lts 
Findings showed that both Stand:ctrd a::d Kinesthetic swimming 
training produced a positive signi.ficc:~nt change in positior.al 
kinesthetic m;a!•eness. Both groups had significant irnprover;;ent at 
the .OS level, thus) rejecting the null hypothesis. 
The data wer.e also analyzed to determine if eithi~r the S"tand-
a.rd or Kinesthetic training was superior in improving !'ositional 
av:areness. The analysis showed no significant superiority batween 
the t>;o training methods. 
COHCLUSIONS 
Kinesthetic i.lwareness is based on the inr;r01 ining of th~ af fe:c>-· 
cnt ar:d effe"C'net pathways bet,.;een muscle prop:r-ioceptcrs aud th~ 
motor ar~a. cf the brain. Hhen thP. pathways become '!groov~d" .fro:n 
is enhanced. The r<;sults of the study sh-:med swimming training, 
both Kinesthetic arid Standard, produced significant positive 
improvement in kinesthetic awareness. These findings supported 
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Murnby who found a sip,n.ificant relationship betw<!en certain p~lases 
of trrestling ability and kinesthetic awareness. 
It was hop,~d that one or the other training method would prove 
to be supe1•ior in beighten.ing awareness but the findings were not 
significant: This tended to support Wettstone and Young who 
found no significant correlation between kinesthetic awareness and 
gymnastic ability or throwing-hitting skills, respectively. The 
results also suppoi'ted Lafuse who, after pre and post-testing a 
skills clinic gt'oup, failed to find a significant relationship be-
tween kinesthetic awareness and moto1' skill.. The "T test for un-
correlated means"did, however, show a higher "T" score for the 
Kinesthetic group, 2.80, as compared to the 2.38 of the Standard 
group. This at le.:::st showed a tendency toward superiority of Kines-
thetic m:imming tr·aining. Since the training period consisted of 
only four weeks, p:.:rhaps an extended training program ~-1ould produce 
a larger difference in favor of Kinesthetic Trai~ing. 
The expe1'imenter, out of curiosity, also analyzed the arm -test 
and leg test scores seperately. The "T test for uncorr·elated means 
in sHall indepe;:1dent samples" was used. The analysis of the arm 
test showed no significant difference between the two groups. The 
analysis of th2 leg test, however, showed a significant differ:er:cE 
between the two groups at the • 01 ·level. These findings are con-
sistent with the findings of Young who found no cox'rel<i.tion b2twee:1 
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kinesthetic awareness and throwing-hitting skills, but found a low 
correlation between kinesthetic awareness and kicking skills. The 
,.. 
experimenter attributed this finding .to the deemphasizing of the · 
kicking role in the whole-stroke Standard training and the emphasis 
of the kicking in the Kinesthetic training. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The experimenter feels that more extensive work in the area of 
kinesthetic awareness reltlted to specific sports skills is needed. 
Perhaps a repeated study of the type employed here, utilizing longer 
training periods and a larger experimental group would produce more 
concluslve results in favor of Kinesthetic or Standard training. 
The testing conditions utilized in this study were very favor-
.able. The only factor that might be more tightly controlled would 
be p~e-testing and post-testing the subject at the same time of day. 
This might give a more exact picture of individual test scores. 
The testing procedures worked well. One practice position appeared 
to be adequate for subject understanding. In all, the only major 
factor that might he manipulated in repeating the_ study, would be 
the length of the training period. The experimenter feels this 
factor might make a significant clifferenc•~ in test scores. 
'l'he results of this study add one more effort toward fuller 
understanding of the relat~onship of kinesthetic awareness to spo::'.'ts 
skills. It is hoped additional research in this area will broaden 
current knowledge. 
APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A - DIAGR~M 
26· . 
DIAGRAM 
KINESTHETIC TES TING BOARD . 
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APPENDIX B - PRE-TESTING SCORES 
PRE-TESTING SCORES 28 
T. LOVETTE 
ARH TEST LEG TEST-
ANGL...t. . SCO.~.i:; J\NlrLE S-CiS7i!-
20" 20 10° 40 
70" ou 20° 6~-~-
90'-' 1 •' 30 C' 12 ... 
J:::,,(J.::> ~I,, 4QC , .., 
180° 8(.J 50 () 5c 
TOTAL. 16-<.r 35c 
TIIDN. 'l'Ot.l\L ""5'1 c 
K. POE 
ARH 1£S'r LtX,, 'fES'1 -
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° so 10° 2 c• 
70() 1" 20 () 20 
9u(.) ;,-i-;J ;:sli v s~ 
1sou 1c l}Qu 40-
180° 1 (J 50 (; 8-.:;r 
TOTAL 14"" 22--i:< 
IHu1iJ. 1.L'0'1AL ';jl)l.l 
J. LOWDON 
- ARM TEST LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 60 10° 2c 
70° 1a 20° 7c 
90 <} 2 (' 30 c; 4"C 
I5o l, 5-v '"'I';O o ~i c; 
180 0 5 (• 50° 4 .... 
TOTAL 19c• 20"' 
IHDIV. TOTAL 39'-' 
29 
K. KIBILOSKI 
AR.t-i TEST LEGTEST 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 10° 10° oc 
100 8"' 20° 6" 
~:JO ;:,v 30° 5" 
l:)QO gc T~(jC -p-
180° l~ 0 50~ '+-" 
-TO':::'i\L 31t() 161,; 
-nmrv. TOTAL 50'-' 
D. GOUGER 
ARM TEST LEG TEST 
AHGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 20 10° 70 
700 50 20° 0-1.:. 
-goo -s-u ;.:;ov 10 
150° 30 40° 20 
18QC 5 \.! 50° 4v 
fOTAL 20 () 14'"' 
fINi.H v. l'U'.t'AL ~40 
T. HOGG 
ARIT l'ES'J. LTG i'.t~S'i' 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 10 10° 30 
700 l~ £) 20 ° 2v-
-~ro0 Tif jQO /C 
150° 30 40° 4 (J 
180 ° 2•) 50° :1.00 
(i'uT?\L no Lo<> 
?!DIV. TOTAL 31° 
30 
T. CAIRNEY 
A1:~~1 TEST LEG '1'EST 
Am~i..1: -s-coR.c. -AlfGL.::. ··sCU?.:E 
20° 70 .10° 50 
1ov 30 200 2 Ci 
~o"' ;;;v jlJV l)o; 
J.50 ,_. 10"-:--- ltQ' 20 
1800 ?v v· ~O'' 1" 
fOTAL 26"" I 10'"' 
PIDIV. '101AL ,jbU 
J. BISTLINE 
AR.c'1 TEST LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 60 10° 20 
100 (J (j 200 7cr 
goo 0 <.> 30'" 10 
150 c 12 (, 40° oo 
180 () 5v 50 tJ 3 o-:---
'(JJ.AL ~:J 0 no 
"HDIV •. TOTAL 3rO o. 
D. LOCKWOOD 
AP-11 TEST LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20" 50 10" 5c 
70° 2" 20 ° 50 
90 v 3 () 30° 7c 
- 150 c j (.' 400 5c 
180T 3 {.' 50° 3c 
l'OTAL 16C 27 , .. 
HDIV. TOTAL· 43 c 
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T. RYAN 
A.r'J·1 TE~1 Ti:.G~i 
AUGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 10C 10" 5C 
70/) 10•1 200 2" 
-g-Qi.> lJi-' 3u" (! (. 
.150° 2< ti.O"' 5 £1 
180° 70 50" l '' 
fO'J.AL :iJ-- J:1f•-' 
~lWIV. TOTAL 1~30 
G. OZTEMEL 
ARH TEST LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCORE AHGLE SCORE 
20° 2"' 10° 1~ 
70° 30 20° 1 L\ 
goo 70 30° 1c 
1500 3 (; l~ Cl tJ 1c 
J.6QC 0 I,.) 50<-' I~ (! 
if OT-AL 15 ° 8 CJ 
NDIV. TOTAL 23 () 
T. PRIMAVIERA 
ARH TEST LEG TEST 
7illGL.C -::>co~ AHG'LE- scmTu 
2oc 70 10° 10 ° 
100 0 ,, 20 Q 2" 
90° 10 30 ° 2c 
1::)0(.1 1 (. l 1 (\ c T" 1 (• 
180° 50 so._, 1c 
TOTAL 11~ () 16C 
IlIDIV. TOTAL 30~ 
-
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~r. POWERS 
ARM TEST· LEG TEST 
AHGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE·-
20° 5c .10" 50 
100 20 2oc 7c 
goo l} z: . 30" 3.;:; 
T~o~ Lo L~QO 'L.v--
180° 2c soo 50 
TOTAL 15° 22"' 
INDIV. TOTAL 3?v 
S. MCINTOSH 
ARM TEST LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 70 10° 10c 
70 (; ··~o :.w<..,; q<i 
90° 50 30° 3 Ci 
1soc 1" lfQC' 1 (i 
-:urno l"' - -Sua -{)v 
TOTAL 18c' 181J 
nmrv. TOTAL 36° 
B. l!ERING 
ARH TEST LEG 
·c 
Sc 30 
1oc l} 0 20° 5v 
0 0 3 ::> t: 
1so 0 t~O o 1 (' 
180" 50 l~ c 
29 (; 
'L." 
T. PARSONS 
ARM TEST LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCORE AUGLE SCORE 
20 ° 10 10° 3" 
7QC 3 () 20° 2 (.1 
90 c 40 30V 3" 
150<.) 3-0 i+o'Y o.o 
TffCfv 30 so·.:· J" 
TOTAL 11~ (., 11 t;; 
ffNDIV. TOTAL 25° 
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APPENDIX C - POST-TESTING SCORES 
POST-TESTING SCORES 
34 
STANDARD GROUP 
B. NERING 
~-!~J1 i'r:-sT LEG T.tSf 
A!l~LS SCORE AllGLE SCORE 
20:) 3C 10° 20 
70Lf Q~IJ 20 l) 0 () 
':JO c ;:! " ~er ... 5c 
-iso 0 oo 40 w 40 
1aoc 3c 50" 40 
TOTAL 90 15C 
I INJJiV. mi KL Lt.fu 
T. PARSONS 
AR•1 TEST LEG TEST 
AUGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 20 1oc 70 
700 30 20° 1c 
90 ° 4c 300 oo 
1:>uC ;j "'' 400 10 
180 ° 30 50° oo 
TOTAL 15C 9~ 
!J7Ih'7. '1'0 rnr .. 240 
J. POWERS 
ARN TEST LEG TEST I 
AliGLE SCORE 1\ . ..'-!GLE SCORE 
20° 70 10° •.5 0 
70° 4 t.1 20 () 40 
90° oo 30° 4 () 
150 C• 1 () l~Q a 50 
Teu c 10 c 50 '· 4 (J 
TOTAL 22 ° 23" 
INDIV. TOTAL 45 ~-
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K. KIBILOSKI 
ARM TEST LEG TEST 
At1GLL scu~ hilGLt.. -s-cu.KE" 
20° oo .10 c 1" 
/O:J 13 (! 20 0 l~ ·.:;--
9QC 50 30 0 sv 
I~u; 5<; -i:nJ c J " 
180;;; 40 50 D 1c 
fTOTI\L 28° 140 
lNDfV. I'OTAL" ·47c. 
K. POE 
AR.11 LEG 
so 
70 c 20 20 c 6'-' 
'::i {J 3 L' j () c 
5 " l+Q u 2 (l 
50" oo 
17" 
T. RYAN 
ARf1 .,,L::i'l -LE"G T.t.'Sl 
ANGLE SCORE AHGLE SCORE 
20° 10 10° oo 
70° 1 l 20 c o~ 
-i-1foc' 1~ 0 :JD '-' -o 0 
-150 c 1 (J tW o 2 '-' 
. 
180" 50 50 c 1 (\ 
i~~~~. no _I : :: 3 ,;-TOTAL 1st 
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T. PRIMAVERA 
--"A,t:ITl 
... u ... '1\::::1·r Lt:G 'l'ES'i' 
AHGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 20 10° 70 
70" 1Q 20 0 4c 
':iv c 7c 307- i c) 
150'-' 50 40° 1 (' 
18 1) u 50 50"' 0'-' 
TOTAL 16 ° 14c 
rnrnTv. .. i.rl."K .!.,, ~(JO 
J. LOWDON 
ARI-1 11:5'1 Ll.G n.:~t 
A!IGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20 ° 10 10° 50 
70 u -u, ~ua ~c 
90 c oc 30-0 50 
150 ,, 3 ,, 40 c 1u 
180 <) 20 50 0 3G 
ilY.li\.L 50 1""""9" 0 
INDIV. TOTAL 25 ° 
--
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KINESTHETIC GROUP 
D. GOUGER 
ARi·l TCST LEG TEST 
.t.:iGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 10 10" 5" 
70° 50 2oc 1 Cl 
90 c 20 30° 10 
T'.)l)o Lfc 1~0 0 oo 
180<J oo 50° 1 (7 
'TOTAL 13 {~' ga 
IN DIV. TOTAL 21'-' 
S. MCINTOSH 
APJl TEST LEG TEST 
A!TGLi. SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20 c 50 1oa 4c 
10 ° 10 20° ac 
90° 5c. 300 3 " 
TS-oo (Jc 40 0 ~c 
180 ° 10 50 ° 10 
fOTAL 13° 180 
IllDIV. TOTAL 31'-' 
T. HOGG 
ARf1 TEST LEG TEST 
-
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 40 10° tic 
70" 20 20 ° 4 " 
90 (.. 8 <l 30 c 6 (> 
150 (' 20 40 G 2 0 
I(:)O c 4 c -% () 1 0 
fOTAL 20 ° 17 cl 
Il1DIV. TOTAL 37 0 
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·T. CAIRNEY 
AR.:1 TEST LEG TEST 
7\1fITLt~ ~COE A1lGL£ ~CUKC 
20° oo 10° oo 
70 i:; 30 200 6C 
90 LJ 50 300 10 
150 0 10° 40° 2 () 
1800 1 c• soc:. 10 
tfOTAL 19° 1oc 
[INDTV. TOii\L ~·.:i 0 
D. LOCKWOOD 
1\~ Tt.'Sl Ll::G fLS'1 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20 ° 10 10°. 30 
·10 c 10 200 50 
·g(f<. ·:ro :::soa 6CJ 
150 ° 50 40° o(.J 
180 c 12° 50 ° :1. (.l 
i'OTAL 2L c 12° 
INDIV. TOTAL 34° 
T. LOVETTE 
ARM '£E~·1 L~G nsr 
ANGLE SCORE ANGLE SCORE 
20° 3 () 10" 2 0 
70" 3c 20 (J 5 " 
90 c 0 Cl :30 0 0..: 
150° 20 40 c 0 (! 
180 0 ~ 50 (> 3 {) 
TOTAL go 10 4' 
liNDIV l'DTAL 1. ':J 0 
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J. BISTLINE 
ARN TEST LEG !EST I 
-ATiGLi:.. SC.:OP.J:.. ANG LL scotm 
20 c 4 t) 10 ° 30 
70 c 5 .. - 20 (.) 0 c 
90 0 3c 30 0 2 c-
150 l) 3 c lW o l~ C' 
180 ° 7 z..' 50 ° 20 
~'OTAL 22 0 11 u 
~NDIV. 'i.'OTAL 33u 
G. OZTEMEL 
ARM TEST . LEG TEST 
ANGLE SCOR£ A1fGLR SCO-.KL 
20° 30 10° oo 
70"' 1 (.;' 20'-' 1 t.1 
goo 3 ,? -- 30° 10 
1501.. oo lfQff ~Q 
180° 1c 50" 10 
t'OTAL go 50 
~NDIV. TOTAL 11, c 
40 
APPENDIX D - STATISTICS 
11
'7'" TEST FOR CORRELATED MEANS IN SMALL SAHPLES 
STANDARD T.R.~nHNG 
HAME INDIV. TOTALS INDIV. TOTALS DIFF. x 
Nering 
Powars 
Parsons 
Ryan 
Poe 
Primavera 
Ki!:>iloski 
Lowd on 
76 
XD= 8 = 9 _\ • ::> 
s !1. 29 
... r:;- --SD=rN = -re = 
PRE-TEST POST-TEST 
52 24 28 
37 45 
-8 
25 24 1 
43 15 28 
36 31 5 
30 30 -0 
50 42 8 
39 25 14 
~Xn=J"b' 
{;gjji$ s:: n = 8:-f = -;;-- =-./121 .43 = 11.29 
11.29 
2.83 = 3.99 2.38 
18.5 
1.5 
8.5 
18.5 -
4.5 
9.5 
LS 
4.5 
f:.X2: 
SIGNIFICANT AT • 05 LEVEL 
KLNESTHETIC T!l/\INING 
NAME nmrv. TOTALS INDIV. TOTALS DIFF. x 
PRE-TEST PCST-TEST 
Gouger 34 21 13 3.25 
tockw-0od 43 34 9 .75 
Hcinto~;h 36 31 5 4.75 
Lovette 51 
-· 
19 32 22.25 
Hcg5 37 37 0 9.75 
.Bi::!tline 36 33 3 6.75 
Cairney 36 29 7 2.75 
Otzmel 23 14 9 .75 
_£.Xn= Id :tx2= 
78 
Xn= 8 = 9.75 
J x2 fi;11.4a 1.----
s='in-1 =-V 7 =-V96.7S=9.84 
Xn S.75 
t= frrr :: 3':"'43 = 2. 80 
SIG!iIFICF.!IT ~!\T "05 LEVEL 
41 
') 
x-
3l~2. 25 
2.25 
72.25 
342.25 
20.25 
90.25 
.., ., .. 
-'-•-~ 
20.25 
892.oo • 
x2 
10.;56 
.56" 
22.56 
495.06 
95.06 
t;.5. 56 
7.56 
.56 
S77.!i8 
42 
"T" TEST FOR UNCORRELATED MEANS IN SMALL INDEPENDENT GROUPS 
STANDARD TRAINING KINESTHETIC TRAINING 
POST-TEST 
INDIV. TOTAL 
SCORES 
24 
31 
24 
15 
45 
30 
42 
25 
:£x =23"6 
X1 
5.5 
1.5 
5.5 
14.5 
15.5 
.5 
12.5 
4.5 
1-X 236 
"x=tr=tr= 29.5 1 
,y x2 + x2 -
s- .1 2 
-(Ntll+(N2-1) 
fx2 
xi 
30.25 
2.25 
30.25 
210.25 
240.25 
.25 
156.25 
20.25 
=690.00 
POST-TEST 
INDIV. TOTAL 
SCORES 
21 
34 
31 
19 
37 
33 
29 
14 
£X=~ 
~x 210 
6.25 39.06 
6.75 45.56 
3.75 14.06 
8.75 68.06 
9.75 95.06 
5.75 33.06 
1.75 3.06 
13.25 175.56 
zx2 =473.48 
X2= N = '"lr = 27.25 
690 + 473.48 
14 
_ / 1163.48 I 
='V. 14 =""\/83.11 = 9.12 
8+8 16 
= 9.12 CmTS> = 9.12 blr :: 9.12 .25 = · 
9.12(.5) = 4.56 
t= 
29.5 - 27.25 
4.56 
2.25 
= ~ = .493 
NOT SIGHIFICANT AT .OS LEVEL 
- -
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